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The beam energy scan (BES) program at the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) was extended to
energies below

√
sNN = 7.7 GeV in 2015 by successful implementation of the fixed-target mode of operation

in the STAR (Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC) experiment. In this mode, ions circulate in one ring of the collider
and interact with a stationary target at the entrance of the STAR time projection chamber. The first results
for Au + Au collisions at

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV are presented, demonstrating good performance of all the relevant

detector subsystems in fixed-target mode. Results presented here include directed and elliptic flow of identified
hadrons, and radii from pion femtoscopy. The latter, together with recent HADES results, reveal a long-sought
peak structure that may be caused by the system evolving through a first-order phase transition from quark-gluon
plasma to the hadronic phase. Directed and elliptic flow for pions are presented for the first time at this beam
energy. Pion and proton elliptic flow show behavior which hints at constituent quark scaling, and demonstrate that
a definitive conclusion will be achievable using the full statistics of the ongoing second phase of BES (BES-II).
In particular, BES-II to date has recorded fixed-target data sets with two orders of magnitude more events at each
of nine energies between

√
sNN = 3.0 and 7.7 GeV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.103.034908

I. INTRODUCTION

The beam energy scan (BES) program at the BNL Rela-
tivistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) was undertaken to study
the nature of the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) phase
diagram in the plane of temperature versus baryon chemical
potential, which is explored by varying the collision energy
when heavy nuclei interact [1–4]. The phase diagram region of
current interest, at relatively high baryon chemical potential,
is not accessible so far by first-principle lattice QCD calcula-
tions [5]. There is thus a wide-ranging international effort to
investigate it experimentally [6].

The BES-II program covers collision energies at and be-
low

√
sNN = 19.6 GeV and has the goals of investigating the

turn-off of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) signatures already
reported at higher beam energies, and of searching for evi-
dence for a possible first-order phase transition and a critical
point [7,8]. The lowest beam energy which is accessible at
RHIC with adequate luminosity in the collider mode of op-
eration is

√
sNN = 7.7 GeV. Therefore a fixed-target (FXT)

program has been developed to broaden the reach of BES-II
and allow the STAR experiment [9] to access energies below√
sNN = 7.7 GeV. In this paper, results are presented from a

first run using a single RHIC beam at the normal injection en-
ergy (Etotal = 9.8 GeV/nucleon, Ekinetic = 8.9 GeV/nucleon)
incident on a gold target inside STAR beam-pipe, providing
Au + Au collisions at

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV. In reporting a small

subsample of data at a single beam energy, we address a
subset of the BES-II goals; moreover, the current results have
broad implications by virtue of being the first demonstration
of STAR’s capability to use FXTmode to extend studies lower
in beam energy than previously possible.

Similar Au + Au collision energies were studied during
the fixed-target heavy-ion program at the Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) in the 1990s [10], covering the range 2.7
to 4.9 GeV in

√
sNN . The present measurements of heavy-ion

collisions at 4.5 GeV with STAR in FXT mode extend the
systematics of the world data on a number of observables at
these energies. Note that the AGS/E895 measurements are
the only available data for a heavy system (Au + Au) near

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV. The CERN energy scan by the NA49 exper-

iment with Pb + Pb collisions reported data at higher energies,
namely at

√
sNN = 6.4 GeV and above.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For the results reported in this paper, RHIC provided a
single beam of gold ions with a kinetic energy of 8.9 GeV per
nucleon in the laboratory frame. The beam was incident on
a gold target of thickness 1.93 g/cm2 (1 mm), corresponding
to a 4% interaction probability (determined using the inelastic
Au + Au cross section). The target was installed inside the
vacuum pipe, below its center and 211 cm (see Fig. 1) to the
west of the center of the STAR detector (see Fig. 2). RHIC was
set up circulating six bunches with a total beam intensity of
3.4 × 109 ions, and filled bunches passed the target at a rate of
500 kHz. The beam was then carefully lowered 1.8 cm (note
that the radius of the beam pipe in the interior of the detector
was 2.0 cm) such that its halo was grazing the top edge of
the target. An average of 0.2 gold ions were incident on the
target with each passing beam bunch. The target thickness
was such that 4% of the incident gold ions experienced an
inelastic hadronic collision. The trigger rate of 1 kHz was
influenced by the bunch rate, the number of incident ions
per bunch, the interaction probability, and the trigger bias
(discussed later). The number of filled bunches was selected
to ensure that tracks from out-of-time collisions would not be
associated with triggered events in the gold target. The amount
of circulating beam allowed to be incident on the target was
adjusted to fill the STAR data acquisition bandwidth, while
minimizing radiation on the inner silicon detectors (which
were not used for this test run). The store was held for 1 h, and
there was no perceptible loss of beam intensity over that pe-
riod. The 1-h duration was determined by the time allocated to
the proof-of-principle test run. The detector systems used for
this test run were the time projection chamber (TPC) [11], the
time-of-flight (TOF) [12], and the beam-beam counter (BBC)
[13]. In this fixed-target configuration, the TPC covered a
range of polar angles specified by 0.1 < ηlab < 2, the TOF
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FIG. 1. Photo of the gold target inserted inside the beam pipe.
Inset: photo of the gold target on its aluminum support structure.

covered the range 0.1 < ηlab < 1.5, and the BBC, which was
only used for triggering, covered the range 3.3 < ηlab < 5.0.
This FXT configuration provided tracking and particle identi-
fication from target rapidity to midrapidity. Details of the pion
and proton acceptance in rapidity and transverse momentum
are shown in the next section.

Central Au + Au events were recorded by requiring a
coincidence between the downstream trigger detector, an ar-
rangement of scintillator tiles called the BBC [13], and a high
multiplicity signal in the time-of-flight (TOF) barrel [12]. The
TOF multiplicity requirement was 130 or more for the bulk of
the data to ensure that the trigger would not fire on collisions
between beam halo and the aluminum beam pipe or target
support structure. Previous studies of collisions between the
beam halo and the beam pipe had recorded central Au + Al
events with TOF multiplicities as high as 120 tracks. Analysis
of the data from this test run indicates that the background

FIG. 2. A schematic cross section of the STAR detector, showing
the location of the target.

FIG. 3. Reconstruction of a
√
sNN = 4.5 GeV Au + Au event.

TPC tracks are shown in red, projections to the vertex within the
target are shown in yellow, and associated TOF hits are shown in
blue.

was negligible, and that finding has allowed the FXT physics
runs performed in 2018, 2019, and 2020 to use minimum-bias
triggers. From this brief test run, about 1.3 × 106 events with
centrality 0–30 % were recorded.

III. PERFORMANCE IN FIXED TARGET MODE

As a first indicator of the performance of the STAR de-
tector in fixed-target mode, a reconstructed event is shown in
Fig. 3. In some ways, the performance for midrapidity tracks
in FXT mode exceeds the performance in collider mode. The
midrapidity tracks are 5 m long as opposed to two meters,
which improves the TPC dE/dx resolution from 6.8% to
4.6%. Furthermore, TOF K/π separation is maintained up
to 2.5 GeV/c instead of up to 1.6 GeV/c (see Fig. 4). The
lower particle multiplicities in the FXT events compared to
those in higher-energy collider mode collisions result in larger
tracking efficiencies. In other ways, the performance for FXT
is more challenging. The rapidity boost of the center of mass
means that a larger fraction of the midrapidity particles require
TOF hits for particle identification, and the η acceptance limits
raise the low-pT cutoffs for kaons and protons.

The event selection cut requires the primary vertex to be
within 1 cm of the target; 96.6% of events pass this cut.
Accepted tracks are required to have a distance of closest
approach to the primary vertex of less than 3 cm (roughly
six times the tracking resolution) and to include greater than
half of the possible TPC hits to avoid double-counting of split
tracks.

The distribution of charged particle multiplicities is shown
in Fig. 5. Also shown in Fig. 5 are the centrality selec-
tion criteria. The centrality class and the average number
of participating nucleons, labeled 〈Npart〉 (minimum bias) in
Table I, were estimated using a Monte Carlo Glauber model
[15] assuming a negative binomial distribution for charged
particle production. The Glauber model has been employed
by STAR for centrality binning at collider energies from 200
to 7.7 GeV, and by the HADES collaboration for fixed-target
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FIG. 4. The top panel shows the particle identification using
dE/dx in the TPC. The bottom panel shows particle identification
using inverse velocity (1/β) measured by the TOF.

Au + Au collisions at
√
sNN = 2.4 GeV [16]. Comparison of

the Glauber Monte Carlo and the data indicates that the trigger
efficiency approaches unity for the most central collisions,
and therefore we take this as an assumption and estimate the
trigger efficiencies for less central collisions from the ratio
of the number of recorded events over 267 000 (the average
number of events for the two most central bins). For the 0–
5%, 5–10%, 10–15%, 15–20%, 20–25%, and 25–30% bins,
the efficiencies are 100%, 100%, 97%, 76%, 47%, and 26%,
respectively. Overall, the trigger selects events corresponding
to 22.5% of the minimum-bias distribution. The estimated
〈Npart〉 for each bin is then determined by taking a weighted
average of Npart, with weights equal to the number of recorded
events for a given Ncharged, calculated as a function of Ncharged

from the Glauber model [17]. The uncertainty on the esti-
mated 〈Npart〉 values arises primarily from the central trigger
which did not constrain the Glauber fits at low multiplicity.
Also shown in Fig. 5 is the estimated contribution of events
which were the result of the pile-up of a triggered event along
with a second minimum-bias collision in the target from the
same bunch. Our estimate of the overall pile-up rate for all
triggers is 0.8%, which is consistent with there being a 20%
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FIG. 5. Centrality selection for STAR FXT
√
sNN = 4.5 GeV

Au + Au collisions. The centrality variable Ncharged is the number of
tracks that pass the basic track cuts. The black points are the data,
the thin red curve is the combined Monte Carlo Glauber and negative
binomial fit to the data, and the thick blue line is aMonte Carlo model
of pile-up events [14]. Vertical lines indicate the minimum number of
tracks required for an event to be in the corresponding centrality bin.
Events with multiplicity greater than 240 are dominated by pile-up,
and are excluded from all analyses.

probability of having a gold ion incident on the target with
each passing beam bunch. This pile-up probability is cross-
checked and confirmed by measuring the number of vertices
reconstructed from collisions one filled bunch after the trig-
gered collision. Due to the momentum resolution of the tracks
and the projection distance back to the target (0.5 to 3.0 m),
the average distance of closest approach of a primary track
to its vertex of origin is several mm. Thus, tracks from two
separate collisions within the target would be reconstructed as
emerging from a single vertex.

The location of the target along the beam axis was chosen
to be z = 211 cm (where z = 0 corresponds to the center of
the detector) in order to maximize the acceptance of the TPC
[11] for fixed-target events. Protons and pions were selected

TABLE I. The centrality selection used in the analyses. Included
are the average number of participating nucleons (Npart) estimated
for the data for each centrality, the values of Npart predicted from a
Glauber model for a minimum-bias trigger, the percentage of triggers
corresponding to pile-up of two lower-multiplicity collisions, and the
total number of events recorded. Each centrality corresponds to 5%
of the total cross section.

Centrality 〈Npart〉 〈Npart〉 Pile-up
(% of σtotal) (Estimated) (Min bias) (%) Events

0–5 341 ± 5 336 1.35 266 694
5–10 289 ± 9 286 0.72 267 347
10–15 244 ± 8 242 0.58 258 854
15–20 210 ± 6 204 0.49 203 600
20–25 178 ± 5 170 0.44 125 539
25–30 154 ± 4 142 0.40 68 844
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FIG. 6. Negative pion and proton relative yield versus rapidity
and transverse momentum for STAR FXT

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV Au +

Au collisions. The black line indicates the location of midrapidity.
The target (beam) rapidity in the center of mass frame is at +1.52
(−1.52).

from all charged tracks within a 2σ band centered on the
Bichsel prediction for dE/dx [18]. The acceptance effects are
illustrated in Fig. 6 by the distribution of the measured pT
and rapidity, y, for protons and pions. For both the pions and
protons, the right-hand edge is the ηlab = 0.1 acceptance limit,
while the left-hand edge illustrates the ηlab = 2 acceptance
limit. The magnetic field of the solenoid defines the low pT
limit of 100 MeV/c. The detector does not impose a high
pT limit; the high pT fall-off exhibited in Fig. 6 is due the
exponential production. For pions, there is good acceptance
from midrapidity (y = 0) to beam rapidity (y = 1.52), while
for protons, the ηlab = 2 acceptance limit imposes a vary-
ing low pT limit. Geometric acceptances for charged kaons
would fall between those of pions and protons, but, as seen in
Fig. 4, particle identification using dE/dx would be limited
to ptotal < 600 MeV/c, precluding analysis of midrapidity

charged kaons. In this paper, the rapidity of a particle is
always given in the collision center-of-momentum frame, not
the laboratory frame.

IV. DIRECTED FLOW

Characteristics of the QGP, including the nature of the
transition between QGP and hadronic matter [19–25], can
be explored via measurements of azimuthal anisotropy with
respect to the collision reaction plane. The reaction plane is
defined by the beam axis and the vector connecting the centers
of the two colliding nuclei. This anisotropy is characterized by
a series of Fourier coefficients [26–29]:

vn = 〈cos n(φ − �R)〉, (1)

where the angle brackets indicate an average over all events
and particles of interest, φ denotes the azimuthal angle of each
particle, �R is the azimuthal angle of the reaction plane, and
n denotes the harmonic number. The sign of v1 is positive
for particles near the projectile rapidity, which is the same
convention as used in fixed-target relativistic heavy-ion ex-
periments at higher and lower beam energies. The present
study explores the first two harmonics: directed flow (v1) in
the current section, and elliptic flow (v2) in Sec. V.

A. Proton and pion v1

All directed flow analyses in this paper pertain only to
rapidity-odd v1(y), which is a measure of the collective
sideward deflection of emitted particles. The rapidity-even
correlation veven

1 (y) [30,31] is not related to the reaction plane
in mass-symmetric collisions, and originates from initial-state
event-by-event fluctuations.

We consider three distinct analysis methods: first, the TPC
event plane (EP) approach with random subevents for EP reso-
lution correction [26–28]; second, a method based on the use
of the BBC detector for event plane determination [32–34];
and third, a direct calculation of multi-particle cumulants (the
Q-cumulant method) [29]. Both the first and second methods
use Eq. (1) to calculate the directed flow with the value of �R

and its resolution estimated from a subevent calculation based
on information from either the TPC or the BBC [28]. The first
method is less favored due in part to its susceptibility to bias
from nonflow (correlations unrelated to the initial geometry
of the collision) [29], but is investigated in the present proton
directed flow study because that was the method used in 2000
by the E895 collaboration [35]. However, due to momentum
conservation effects [36], this first method suffers from a
relatively large departure from the v1(y) odd function behavior
required by symmetry, and only the second and third methods
are presented in Fig. 7.

More specifically, the red star markers in Fig. 7 present
proton v1(y) based on a fourth-order direct Q-cumulant calcu-
lation [29], which suppresses the contribution from nonflow.
The tracks included in the analysis have transverse momentum
0.4 < pT < 2.0 GeV/c, which matches the selection used by
E895 at

√
sNN = 4.3 GeV [35] and by STAR in collider mode

at
√
sNN = 7.7—200 GeV [34]. Our centrality selection is

10–25 %, which is consistent with the centrality reported by
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FIG. 7. Rapidity dependence of directed flow, v1(y), for protons
with transverse momentum 0.4 < pT < 2.0 GeV/c from events with
10–25 % centrality. Two analysis methods, as discussed in the text,
are compared. Plotted error bars are statistical only, and systematic
errors are of comparable size. The curve is a cubic fit to the data.

the E895 collaboration [35]. Due to the restricted acceptance
and particle identification performance of the STAR detector
in FXT mode (see Fig. 6), measurements are reported for
only one side of midrapidity, and the odd-function behavior of
directed flow is used to reflect points to the missing rapidity
region.

The east-west asymmetry of FXT mode requires us to
rely on the east BBC detector for the event plane estimation.
Sub-event correlations between the east inner BBC (covering
pseudorapidity 3.3 to 5) and the TPC [28] are used to correct
for event plane resolution. The averaged east BBC event plane
resolution for the slightly wider 10–30 % centrality bin used
in the pion directed flow analysis is 41.4 ± 0.4%.

The shape of v1(y) at
√
sNN = 4.5 GeV is described quite

well by a cubic function Fy + F3y3, where F and F3 are
constants extracted from a fit to the data. In order to study
trends in proton directed flow as a function of beam energy,
we take the linear term, F = dv1/dy |y=0, to characterize the
overall strength of the directed flow signal at each energy.
This is the same procedure as used at higher beam energies
by STAR in collider mode [34] and at lower beam ener-
gies by E895 [35]. The curve in Fig. 7 shows the fit with
F and F3 as free parameters. The extracted proton slope is
dv1/dy |y=0 = F = 0.084 ± 0.002. In Ref. [37], the directed
flow slope for ten particle species is presented for Au + Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 7.7 to 200 GeV. As some of the species

in Ref. [37] have relatively poor statistics, a more stable fit
of the directed flow slopes in that analysis was obtained after
requiring F3 = 0. For the purpose of a consistent comparison
with the slopes reported in Ref. [37], we also report the
extracted proton slope with F3 = 0 in the present analysis,
namely F = 0.086 ± 0.002 based on a fit over 0 � y � 0.6.

Figure 8 presents v1(y) for negative (upper panel) and
positive (lower panel) pions using the BBC-based method ref-
erenced above. The fourth-order direct Q-cumulant method,
as employed in Fig. 7, provides consistent results, but in the
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Open symbols are reflected

 = 4.5 GeVNNs
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FIG. 8. Upper panel: Rapidity dependence of directed flow,
v1(y), for negative pions with transverse momentum pT > 0.2
GeV/c and total momentum magnitude |p| < 1.6 GeV/c from
events within 10–30,% centrality. Here, the BBC-based event plane
method is used. Plotted error bars are statistical only, and systematic
errors are of comparable size. The solid curve is a cubic fit to the
data. Lower panel: The same for positive pions.

context of the relatively poor statistics for charged pions in
FXT mode at

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV, the statistical errors on the

BBC-based method are significantly smaller. No E895 v1
measurements for pions were published, so the only available
experimental data for comparison are STAR collider-mode
measurements at

√
sNN = 7.7 GeV and above [34]. While

track selections of transverse momentum pT > 0.2 GeV/c
and total momentum magnitude |p| < 1.6 GeV/c match the
measurements at higher energies, the limited centrality range
of our 2015 FXT test run restricts the centrality in Fig. 8
to 10–30 %, and does not fully match the 10–40 % cen-
trality already published at

√
sNN = 7.7 GeV and above

[34]. The blue line in Fig. 8 shows the fit with F and
F3 as free parameters. The extracted negative pion slope is
dv1/dy |y=0 = F = −0.005 ± 0.004 and positive pion slope
is dv1/dy |y=0 = F = −0.024 ± 0.004. For the purpose of a
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consistent comparison with slopes reported in Ref. [37], we
also report the extracted negative and positive slopes with
F3 = 0 in the present analysis, namely F = −0.013 ± 0.003
and F = −0.032 ± 0.003, respectively, based on a fit over
0 � y � 0.8.

The percentage difference between π+ and π− directed
flow becomes larger as we scan down from STAR collider
energies to the present FXT energy point. This observation
is consistent with isospin or Coulomb dynamics becoming
more prominent at lower beam energies, and is qualitatively
consistent with measurements at even lower energies reported
by the FOPI collaboration [38].

Systematic errors arising from event-vertex cuts, particle
ID cuts, and from contamination by other particle species,
all make small to negligible contributions. Systematic errors
arising from a cut on global distance of closest approach to the
collision vertex, from the minimum number of hits required
for dE/dx calculation, from the sensitivity to the fit range
used when determining dv1/dy, and from a correction for
a region of diminishing proton acceptance near midrapidity,
contribute at a level that is comparable to statistical errors.

B. Lambda and kaon v1

Standard topological cuts on π+π− and pπ− pairs were
utilized to identify K0

S mesons and � baryons, respectively.
Events with 10–30 % centrality were selected for this analy-
sis. The statistics of both K0

S and � candidates are sufficient
for the BBC or TPC event plane method with η-separated
subevents where the directed flow is calculated using Eq. (1).
Two subevent methods are used in this analysis. First, the
event plane is reconstructed using BBC information (BBC
event plane), and second, the event plane is reconstructed us-
ing primary protons and deuterons measured in the TPC with
laboratory pseudorapidity −0.9 < ηlab < 0 for every K0

S or �

candidate (TPC event plane). In the TPC event plane method,
protons originating from � candidates are excluded from the
event plane estimation in order to eliminate self-correlation
between � candidates and the event plane. Both TPC and
BBC event plane resolutions are estimated using the method
of three subevents [28]. The TPC event plane resolution is es-
timated to be 67.5 ± 0.5% and the BBC event plane resolution
to be 40.0 ± 0.5%. The TPC event plane resolution can also
be calculated [28] using the measured v1 and multiplicity of
protons and deuterons that are used to reconstruct the event
plane. With an assumption that v1 for deuterons is twice as
large as for protons [39], the calculated resolution is 70.2%.

The directed flow of � or K0
S candidates is a superposition

of a signal v1(y) and a background vB
1 (y). The combination

is vtot
1 (y) = v1(y)	S + vB

1 (y)	B, where 	S is the fraction
(relative to the total) of the � or K0

S signal and 	B is the
fraction of the combinatorial background accompanying the
signal. 	S and its invariant mass resolution, σM, is calculated
in every rapidity bin using the Pearson VII [40] function fit to
the invariant mass spectrum of either � or K0

S candidates after
the combinatorial background, whose yield is reconstructed
using the momentum rotation technique [41], is subtracted.
Using Eq. (1), the flow of the combinatorial background,
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FIG. 9. The rapidity dependence of the directed flow for the �

using the TPC event plane. Open symbols are the reflection of the
solid symbols. The solid blue line is a cubic fit to the measured
data. Plotted error bars are statistical only, while systematic errors
are ±0.7 × 10−2.

vB
1 (y), is calculated from particle pairs outside the mass region
of the K0

S or �.
Figure 9 shows the directed flow of � hyperons. The

horizontal positions of the data points are corrected for the
width of the bin. Six different sets of topological cuts are em-
ployed, varying the total number of pπ− pairs from ∼540 k
to ∼160 k, to observe how sensitive the directed flow of �

is to the size of the statistical sample. Two invariant mass
windows ±2σM and ±0.5σM are studied separately to vary
the signal-to-background ratio, as well as the choice of either
TPC or BBC event plane, to check if the event planes are
consistent with each other. vB

1 (y) is calculated in both cases
in the 2 < |σM | < 5 mass region outside of the center of the
� peak. This gives a total of 24 results for slope parameters,
F , representing the directed flow at midrapidity. Statistical
errors on v1 come from the upper and lower limit of slopes
calculated using the covariance matrices of the cubic fits to
the directed flow data. The weighted average from these 24 fits
is (10.6 ± 1.1) × 10−2 for � hyperons. The systematic uncer-
tainty, calculated as the average of the differences between the
mean value of 10.6 × 10−2 and the nominal values from the
fits, is 0.7 × 10−2.

The directed flow of K0
S mesons was treated similarly,

except wider binning was used and three invariant mass win-
dows ±2σM ,±1σM , and ±0.5σM . vB

1 (y) is calculated in all
three cases in the 2 < |σM | < 5 mass region outside of the
center of the K0

S peak. In total, ∼110 k π+π− pairs pass the
tightest topological cuts, while ∼370 k pairs pass the loosest
topological cuts. The weighted average of the total of 36 slope
parameters F is (−3.4 ± 1.1) × 10−2 for K0

S and the system-
atic uncertainty is 1.7 × 10−2. The data points corrected for
the bin widths are shown in Fig. 10.

C. Beam energy dependence

Figure 11 presents slopes dv1/dy |y=0, based on the above-
described cubic fits, for five species (p, �, K0

S , π+, and π−)
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FIG. 10. The rapidity dependence of the directed flow for the
K0
S using the TPC event plane. Open symbols are the reflection of

the solid symbols. The solid blue line is a cubic fit to the measured
data. Plotted error bars are statistical only, while systematic errors
are ±1.7 × 10−2.

measured in Au + Au collisions in FXT mode at
√
sNN =

4.5 GeV. Error bars show statistical uncertainties and shaded
bands show systematic errors. The latter ones include factors
already noted, as well as allowance for the rapidity range used
in slope fitting.

Liu et al. [35] reported proton directed flow at centrality
12–25 % from the AGS E895 experiment, in the form of
mean in-plane pT and v1(y) at

√
sNN = 4.3 GeV and below.

In order to compare dv1/dy |y=0 between STAR and E895,
it is necessary to carry out a cubic fit to E895 v1(y) for
protons using similar criteria as for STAR v1(y). The E895
fitted slopes in the upper plot of Fig. 11 show statistical and
systematic errors, where the latter arise from details of the fit.
The E895 proton slopes reproduced in Ref. [34] are different,
although consistent within errors, in part because Ref. [34]
assumed errors on E895 v1(y) points that were equal to the
marker size in cases where the actual errors were smaller than
the published markers.

Note that the new proton v1(y) slope measurement at√
sNN = 4.5 GeV lies within errors on an interpolation be-

tween the same observable from STAR’s published results
for collider mode [34,37] and E895 [35]. The highest E895
energy point at

√
sNN = 4.3 GeV agrees with the current

FXT measurement within the uncertainties. Proton and �

directed flow agree within errors at
√
sNN = 4.5 GeV. The

� directed flow results fit into a pattern that was observed
by STAR at

√
sNN = 7.7 GeV and above [37], but not

at E895 energy points for
√
sNN = 3.8, 3.3, and 2.7 GeV

[42].
Positively charged pions, negative pions, and neutral kaons

all show directed flow (v1) signals in the opposite direction
from that of the baryons, continuing trends observed at higher
energies. The difference between π+ and π− flow becomes
stronger as the collision energy is reduced, which might be
caused by isospin or Coulomb dynamics.
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FIG. 11. Beam energy dependence of the directed flow slope
dv1/dy at midrapidity for baryons (upper plot) and mesons (lower
plot) measured by STAR (this paper and Refs. [34,37]) and by
AGS experiment E895 [35,42]. Some points are slightly offset
horizontally.

V. ELLIPTIC FLOW OF PROTONS AND PIONS

The second term in the Fourier decomposition of the
azimuthal distribution, an elliptic flow v2, of identified par-
ticles (protons and pions) measured in Au + Au collisions at√
sNN = 4.5 GeV, is discussed in this section. Elliptic flow

of protons is compared with the earlier AGS data, while
elliptic flow of pions has not been measured at this beam
energy before. The appearance of number of constituent quark
(NCQ) scaling, i.e., the collapse of quark-number-scaled flow
strengths for mesons and baryons onto a single curve, is con-
sidered to be evidence of QGP formation [43,44]. Further and
more detailed exploration of the energy region where NCQ
scaling is not present is very interesting, as it might provide
characterisation of relevant observables at the lower energies,
where creation of QGP is in question. Protons, which have
been analyzed at a similar energy by the E895 experiment
at the AGS [45], are compared to the previously published
results from this experiment, while pions could only be com-
pared to the results at higher energies. (Note that the results
for protons at higher energies are published [46,47].) Both
positively and negatively charged pions are investigated sepa-
rately in this analysis and it is found that they show the same
behavior within uncertainties. Therefore, in the final plots
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FIG. 12. v2 of protons and pions from STAR FXT data analysis,
and v2 of protons from E895 experiment. Blue (red) stars represent
STAR FXT proton (pion) data (0–30 % centrality), and black circles
show E895 data (12–25 % centrality) [45].

positive and negative pions are presented together to improve
the statistical significance of the result.

In this analysis of elliptic flow, two methods are used: (1)
the event plane method using TPC information [26–28] and
(2) the two-particle cumulants method [29]. The event plane
resolution is about 20%. Resonance decays generate unrelated
correlations of particles in the final state. Such correlations are
a nonflow contribution and they bias the elliptic flow measure-
ment. Since particles from resonance decays are correlated
both in η and φ, we can reduce the nonflow contribution
caused by resonances by measuring elliptic flow using parti-
cles which are not correlated in η. The implementation of this
idea is different in each method. For the event plane method,
we divide each event into two subevents. For the cumulant
method, we require a 0.1 gap in η between all considered
pairs. Both methods give results which are consistent within
their uncertainties.

Figure 12 shows the elliptic flow v2 as a function of
transverse kinetic energy mT − m for pions and protons ob-
tained with the event plane method, where m is mass and

mT =
√
m2 + p2T is transverse mass. It is compared to E895

results [45] obtained using the same method. We analyze the
0–30 %most central events. For pions and protons, we require
|y| < 0.5. In this analysis, we use tracks with 0.2 < pT < 2.0
GeV/c, but due to STAR acceptance in FXT mode at

√
sNN =

4.5 GeV, we could analyze only protons with higher values of
pT, namely pT > 0.4 GeV/c (see Fig. 6). The proton results
are consistent with E895 results [45].

To test the NCQ scaling, we divide v2 andmT − m (Fig. 12)
by the number of constituent quarks (three for protons and
two for pions). The results are presented in Fig. 13. The
observed scaling with the number of constituent quarks at 4.5
GeV is similar to what is observed for Au + Au at higher
collision energies [46,47]. The system created for Au + Au
at

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV has, perhaps surprisingly, larger collec-

tivity than expected, and there is no significant difference in
identified particle elliptic flow behavior when compared to
higher energies. The results in Fig. 13 are in possible conflict
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FIG. 13. v2 scaled by the number of constituent quarks (nq) for
charged pions (red stars) and protons (blue stars) for 0–30 % central
collisions. The values of v2 scaled with nq for pions and protons are
consistent with each other within errors. For comparison, points from
E895 are also shown (black circles)

with expectations. Constituent-quark scaling [ 13v
p
2 (mT /3) =

1
2v

π
2 (mT /2) at intermediate mT ] at these energies would sug-

gest partonic collectivity—quark gluon plasma creation—in
Au + Au collisions at energies as low as

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV.

Higher statistical precision is needed to test the NCQ scaling
hypothesis decisively, and this is forthcoming in the second
phase of the beam energy scan.

Figure 14 shows the beam energy dependence of v2
measurements, integrated over pT. The current results are con-
sistent with the trends established by the previously published
data.

VI. FEMTOSCOPY OF PIONS

Two-particle correlations at low relative momentum can
be used to extract information on the space-time structure

FIG. 14. The excitation function v2 for all charged particles or
separately for protons and pions, measured by several experiments.
The STAR FXT points for protons and for pions are near the region
where a change in slope occurs. Data are shown from FOPI [48,49],
E895 [45], E877 [50], CERES [51], NA49 [52], PHENIX [53],
PHOBOS [54], and from the STAR collider energies [46,47,55–57].
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of the particle-emitting source. Femtoscopy—the technique
of constructing and analyzing these correlations—has been
performed in heavy-ion experiments over a broad range of
energies [58]. In addition to providing a stringent test of
the space-time structure of the final-state emission distribu-
tion predicted by specific dynamical models [58], the energy
dependence of femtoscopic scales may reveal fundamental
insights into the QGP equation of state. As we discuss below,
the low-energy results presented here help reveal a structure
predicted [59,60] to probe the latent heat of the deconfinement
transition.

A. Methodology

Femtoscopic correlation functions are formed by making
distributions of the relative momenta

→
q ≡ →

p1 − →
p2 of pairs

of particles. A numerator distribution N (
→
q ) is formed using

pairs where both tracks are from the same event, while a
denominator distribution, D(

→
q ), is formed by constructing

pairs where the two tracks are from separate events, but having
similar multiplicity and positions of the primary vertex; this is
known as the “mixed-event” technique [61,62]. The shape of
both distributions will be dominated by the two-particle phase
space distribution, but N (

→
q ) will also contain contributions

from Coulomb interactions and Bose-Einstein effects. The
correlation function is the ratio

C(
→
q ) = N (

→
q )

D(
→
q )

. (2)

This ratio is sensitive to the space-time structure of the pion
emitting source [58,63].

Care must be taken to account for the effects of track
reconstruction inefficiencies on the correlation function.
Single-track inefficiencies are common to both N (

→
q ) and

D(
→
q ) and cancel in the ratio C(

→
q ). However, two-track ar-

tifacts will affect N (
→
q ) alone, distorting C(

→
q ) at low |→q |.

Track splitting (where hits from one charged particle are
reconstructed as two distinct tracks) artificially enhances
same-event pairs at low q. To eliminate this effect, we required
both tracks to register separate hits on a minimum number of
pad rows [57,67,68].

Track merging (where hits from two charged particles
are reconstructed as one track) suppresses same-event low-q
pairs. These pairs cannot be recovered in the numerator N (

→
q ),

but similar pairs can be removed from the mixed-event distri-
bution D(

→
q ) to compensate. To this end, we require all pairs

to have a fraction of merged hits fMH < 10% [57,67,68]. All
pair cuts are applied equally to N (

→
q ) and D(

→
q ).

The relative momentum is evaluated in the longitudi-
nally comoving system (LCMS), which is chosen such that
(
→
p1 + →

p2)ẑ = 0, where ẑ is the beam direction. The relative
momentum

→
q is expressed in the Bertsch-Pratt [60,69,70] out-

side-long coordinate system. The “longitudinal” direction,
qlong, is taken to be the beam direction. The “out” direction,
qout, is taken to be the direction of the transverse component

of the pair-momentum
→
k T = (

→
p1 + →

p2)/2, and the “side”,
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FIG. 15. Projections of the correlation functions in the LCMS
frame onto the qout, qside, and qlong axes for π−π− pairs from events
in the 0–10 % centrality range. Pairs are created from tracks in
the momentum range 0.1 < pT < 0.3 GeV/c. For each projection
qi shown, the other components of relative momentum are integrated
over the range |qj | < 35MeV/c. The red curve shows the projections
[58] of a three-dimensional fit to Eq. (4). Errors are statistical only.

qside, direction is defined to be perpendicular to the other two
directions.

We use a Gaussian parametrization of the correlation func-
tion [71] to relate the experimental quantity in Eq. (2) to the
shape of the pion emitting source. The correlation function
that would arise solely from quantum statistical effects is
represented by the quantityCfree and can be expressed as

Cfree(
→
q ) = 1 + exp

( − R2
outq

2
out − R2

sideq
2
side

− R2
longq

2
long − 2R2

out-longqoutqlong
)
. (3)

Here, Rout, Rside, and Rlong give the lengths of the regions
of homogeneity [72] in the out, side, and long directions,
respectively. The cross term R2

out-long represents a tilt of the
correlation function in the qout − qlong plane. To account for
Coulomb interactions and contributions from halo pions we fit
the data with the Bowler-Sinyukov functional form [57,73,74]

C(
→
q ) = (1 − λ) + λK (qinv)Cfree(

→
q ), (4)

where λ is the fraction of pion pairs that carry a correlation
signal (as opposed to, for instance, nonprimary pions from
resonance decays which are uncorrelated with pions from the
fireball, at the resolution of our measurement). Electromag-
netic final state interactions are quantified by K , the spatially
integrated squared Coulomb wave function. This function de-
pends on the Lorentz invariant qinv ≡ √−qμqμ, where qμ =
(E1 − E2, �q). The integral is taken over a spherical source 5
fm in radius [57,75]. Integrating instead over a 3-fm source
leads to negligible systematic error.

B. Results

Figure 15 shows fits of the form in Eq. (4) (red lines) to
the experimental correlation function defined in Eq. (2) (blue
stars). The three panels show projections of the correlation
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FIG. 16. Excitation function of Rout, Rside, and Rlong for four ex-
periments: HADES [64], E895 [65], STAR, and E866 [66]. STAR
points show both systematic (red boxes) and statistical errors (black
lines) while errors for E895 and E866 are statistical only. HADES
systematic errors are roughly the same size as the datapoints. The
same momentum and centrality selections are applied as in Fig. 15.

function onto the qout, qside, and qlong axes. Data here are for
π−π− pairs created from tracks with transverse momentum
0.1 < pT < 0.3 GeV/c, from events in the 0–10 % central-
ity range. The transverse momentum of the pairs is required
to be in the range 0.15 < kT < 0.6 GeV/c. These cuts are
chosen to match as closely as possible those in the E895
experiment, which used the same pT cuts and corresponded
to approximately 0–11 % centrality [65]. There is a slight
suppression at qside ≈ 0 and qlong ≈ 0 due to the Coulomb
repulsion of like-sign pion pairs. The three-dimensional fit
reproduces the data reasonably well. The correlation func-
tions are fit via maximum likelihood [58], but χ -square is
often used as a measure of the fit. For the fit in Fig. 15,
χ2/ndf = 122272/108811 = 1.12. Fits discussed here have
χ2/ndf = 1–2. While not perfect, these reasonable fits can be
used to extract radii that characterize the space-time extent of
the source.

1. Comparison with published data from similar energies

Figure 16 shows the excitation function of the three fem-
toscopic radii for the HADES [76], E895 [65], STAR, and
E866 [66] experiments. The comparison with data from E866
is complicated by several issues. First, a different centrality
definition was employed, and it is unclear how to translate this
into the more commonly-used characterization of the fraction
of the inelastic cross section. Second, the narrow spectrometer
acceptance of E866 did not cover midrapidity (it covered
−0.30 � y � −0.05) and has a higher transverse momen-
tum lower limit. Third, unlike the other results to which we
compare (and most other measurements), the mT-dependent
analysis was not performed in the LCMS. Nevertheless, the
E866 results with the closest event and track selection criteria
to the present results are included for context. The E895 and
E866 points show a monotonically decreasing beam energy
dependence. The fixed-target STAR points are consistent with
this trend within the uncertainties. Femtoscopic radii reported
[76] by the HADES collaboration are clearly in quantitative
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FIG. 17. Transverse mass dependence of Rout, Rside, and Rlong for
three experiments: E895 [65], STAR, and E866 [66]. Pairs for the
STAR points are created from negative pion tracks in the momentum
range 0.15 < pT < 0.8 GeV/c from events in the 0–15 % central-
ity range. STAR points show both systematic (magenta boxes) and
statistical errors (black lines) while errors for E895 and E866 are
statistical only.

disagreement with the trends observed in Fig. 16; we discuss
this further below.

The Rside radius primarily reflects the spatial extent of the
pion emitting source, whereas Rout convolves this with the
emission duration of the fireball [59,79,80]. Figure 17 shows

the radii as functions of the transverse mass mT =
√
m2

π + k2T,
where mπ is the pion mass. In order to match analysis cuts
from the E866 data, here the STAR points use a wider trans-
verse momentum cut of 0.15 < pT < 0.8 GeV/c, and include
events from the 0–15 % centrality range. The decrease in Rside

and Rout with increasing mT has been attributed to transverse
flow, and the decrease in Rlong is attributed to longitudinal flow
[72,80]. High-mT pairs come from smaller regions within the
source and do not reflect the system’s overall size [78]. The
STAR points agree very well with those from E895 and E866
for Rside and Rlong, as well as for Rout at high mT. For Rout the
STAR points are slightly below E895 and E866 at low mT, but
agree within uncertainties.

Figure 18 shows the centrality dependence of the radii.
Here, we combine π+π+ and π−π− pairs and use the wider
transverse momentum range of 0.15 < pT < 0.8 GeV/c. The
radii decrease for more peripheral events due to the smaller
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FIG. 18. The centrality dependence of Rout, Rside, and Rlong.
Errors are statistical only. Here π+π+ and π−π− pairs in the mo-
mentum range 0.15 < pT < 0.8 GeV/c are used.

geometric size of the initial participant region and the subse-
quent emission region at freezeout.

2. Evolution from oblate to prolate freezeout configuration

Figure 19 shows Rside vs. Rlong for several different data
sets. STAR FXT and BES points use low-kT, π+π+ and
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 (fm)longR
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FIG. 19. Rside vs. Rlong, which measures the
prolateness/oblateness of the pion emitting source when viewed
from beside the beam. HADES [76], ALICE [77], and STAR
[78] points include systematic errors; E895 [65] show statistical
errors only. STAR fixed target data correspond to pion pairs with
〈kT 〉 = 0.22 GeV/c from 0–5 % centrality events. The various
centrality, pT, and kT cuts used in the different experiments are
discussed in the text. The grey curve indicates the evolution of the
shape, as the collision energy is increased.

π−π− pion pairs, with 〈kT〉 ≈ 0.22 GeV/c. Events are drawn
from the 0–5 % centrality range. The ALICE point also
corresponds to 0–5 % centrality, but a slightly higher 〈kT〉
of ≈0.26 GeV/c. The E895 points use the cuts discussed
above. The collision energies (

√
sNN ) corresponding to each

experiment are indicated in GeV. The significantly different
acceptance and use of a different frame by E866 [66] affects
the longitudinal radius in a way very different from that for the
sideward. Hence, it makes little sense to include E866 data in a
graph which plots Rside versus Rlong; it is not shown in Fig. 19,
which is a direct comparison of similar measurements over
three orders of magnitude in energy.

A clear evolution in the freezeout shape is indicated in the
figure. Lower energy collisions generally produce more oblate
systems, and the shape of the emission region tends to be-
come more prolate as the collision energy is increased. In this
representation, the evolution follows a “swoosh” systematic,
indicated by the grey curve drawn to guide the eye. This trend
reflects the evolution from stopping-dominated dynamics at
low collision energies, to the approximately longitudinally-
boost-invariant scenario at the highest energies. The STAR
fixed-target point has Rside ≈ Rlong ≈ 4.5 fm, indicating a
source that is approximately round when viewed from the
side, just at the transition point between oblate and prolate
geometry.

3. Comparison to generic expectations due to a first-order phase
transition at RHIC

The femtoscopic radii reported [76] by the HADES col-
laboration are consistent with the oblate shape reported by
E895 at low energy. However, it is clear from Figs. 16 and 19
that the HADES radii are considerably smaller than would be
expected by simple extrapolation of earlier data. The reasons
for this are unclear, and speculation is outside the scope of
this paper. However, there are several experimental system-
atic effects that can shift femtoscopic radii. These include
treatment of Coulomb effects, non-Gaussian shapes of the
underlying correlation function (probed by varying the fitting
range in | �q|), and �q-dependent particle-identification purity.
In addition, collision centrality definition and single-particle
acceptance can vary slightly from one experiment to the next,
complicating comparisons. Ideally, such effects would be
corrected for, or accounted for as part of the systematic uncer-
tainty; however, subtle effects may persist and may be unique
to a given experimental configuration. Importantly, however,
most of these effects affect Rout, Rside, and Rlong in the same
way. Differences and (especially) ratios of femtoscopic radii
are less susceptible to experiment-specific artifacts.

In the absence of collective flow, the emission timescale
is related [60] to the transverse femtoscopic radii as β2τ 2 =
R2
out − R2

side, where β is the transverse velocity of the emitted
pions. While collective flow complicates the interpretation
[80], an extended emission timescale will increase Rout rel-
ative to Rside. A long emission timescale may arise if the
system equilibrates close to the deconfinement phase bound-
ary and then evolves through a first-order phase transition in
the QCD phase diagram [60,69]. Relativistic hydrodynamic
calculations [59] predict that a QCD first-order phase tran-
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FIG. 20. Top: The difference between the squared transverse
femtoscopic radii are plotted as a function of the collision energy for
central collisions. Bottom: The energy dependence of the ratio of the
transverse radii. The centrality and mT values for the high-statistics
datasets are HADES [76] (0–10 %, 349 MeV/c); STAR fixed target
(this work) (0–10 %, 303 MeV/c); STAR collider [78] (0–10 %, 326
MeV/c). The values for the earlier measurements are E895 [65] (0–
11%, 330MeV/c); E866 [66] (0–15%, 295MeV/c). Only statistical
errors are indicated, as changing the centrality [58] or transverse
mass selection slightly will affect Rout and Rside similarly; see the
text for a discussion of systematic effects, which can shift STAR
datapoints, together, by ∼5% (∼20%) for Rout/Rside (R2

out − R2
side).

sition should produce a peak in the energy dependence of
Rout/Rside near the QGP creation threshold. Such a peak has
also been suggested [81,82] as a signal of hadronization near
a critical end point in the QCD phase diagram.

The energy dependences of R2
out − R2

side and Rout/Rside are
shown in Fig. 20. Both quantities exhibit a clear peak at√
sNN ≈ 20 GeV, an interesting energy where other observ-

ables [34,83–86] show nontrivial trends with energy. The
earlier E895 and E866 results are consistent with the trend
from STAR and HADES, but their statistical uncertainties are
much too large to resolve a peak of the magnitude observed.
Systematic errors on these quantities are given in Table II
for STAR measurements, both in collider and fixed-target
modes. Importantly, the systematic errors are common for all
STAR points (collider and fixed-target), hence variations in
(for example) the treatment of Coulomb effects will move all
data points similarly, not changing the peak structure.

TABLE II. Systematic error estimates for the quantities plotted
in Fig. 20. First row considers using a 2–12 % selection rather than
a 0–10 % selection. Track-merging cuts, fit-range systematics, and
Coulomb effects are discussed in [57,78].

source δ( Rout
Rside

) δ(R2
out − R2

side )

variation in centrality 1% 8%
50 MeV/c variation in 〈mT 〉 2% 8%
varying fit range in | �q| <1% 10%
varying track-merging cut 4% 10%
treatment of Coulomb effects 1% 6%

First measurements of R2
out − R2

side and Rout/Rside at the
highest energies at RHIC [57,67] were similar to values mea-
sured at lower energies, contrary to some expectations of a
long lifetime [58,87]. This “puzzle” [87] was eventually partly
understood as arising from a number of independent compli-
cations that tend to reduce the extended lifetime signal [88].
Figure 20 suggests two other reasons that the signal was not
observed. Firstly, the energy of collisions at full RHIC energy
(
√
sNN = 200 GeV) may be too high above the threshold

energy for QGP formation; at such high energies, the extended
lifetime signal is predicted to disappear [59]. Secondly, the
early femtoscopic data from E895 and E866 was insufficiently
precise to discern the peak revealed by higher-statistics data.
The STAR low energy measurements address this second is-
sue. Indeed, the entire STAR fixed-target program is crucial
for identifying such energy-dependent trends.

VII. SUMMARY

In this first set of results from fixed-target running at the
STAR experiment, we report that the directed flow (v1) of
protons and � baryons is in line with existing systematics at
higher and lower energy. This is important, as the directed
flow of baryons shows a sign change and a minimum just
above the present beam energy, while the directed flow of
net baryons shows a double sign change [34,37]. This is one
of the most intriguing experimental results from the BES-I
program, as well as one of the most difficult for models to
explain [19–25].

We have also presented the first measurements of az-
imuthal anisotropy of charged pions and neutral kaons at these
energies. Both show directed flow (v1) signals in the direction
opposite to that of the baryons, continuing trends observed
at higher energies. The difference between π+ and π− flow
becomes stronger as the collision energy is reduced, per-
haps signaling isospin or Coulomb dynamics. Interestingly,
within the relatively large statistical uncertainties, the data are
consistent with constituent quark scaling of elliptic flow, an
effect proposed at much higher energies to arise from quark
coalescence in the QGP phase.

Femtoscopic radii with charged pions are consistent with
earlier measurements of energy, transverse mass, and cen-
trality systematics. Collisions at

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV are in the

transition region between dynamics dominated by stopping
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(producing an oblate source) and boost-invariant dynamics
(prolate source).

More importantly, these new measurements with much-
improved statistics, together with recent HADES results,
reveal a long-sought peak structure that may be caused by
the system evolving through a first-order phase transition
from the QGP to the hadronic phase. Previous results were
insufficiently precise to detect this effect. This is the promise
of an experimental program that revisits heavy ion collisions
in this energy range: improving the quantitative precision of
measurements, with well-understood systematics consistent
over a broad energy range, may produce qualitatively new
opportunities. Now that the predicted [59] Rout/Rside energy
systematic has been revealed, it deserves theoretical attention
from hydro and transport modelers. The magnitude and width
of the structure may allow an estimate of the latent heat of the
QCD deconfinement transition.

Overall, while these measurements are important and of
interest on their own, they also pave the way for the FXT
energy scan with nominally one hundred times more events
at each of nine beam energy points. The FXT energy scan is
an integral part of the BES-II program at RHIC which began
in early 2019. It extends the reach of the STAR experiment
across an important energy regime of high baryon chemical
potential, ranging from 420 to 720 MeV [89], corresponding
to collision energies from

√
sNN = 7.7 GeV down to 3.0 GeV.
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